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Preface to GD’05 special issue
The 13th International Symposium on Graph Drawing was held in Limerick, Ireland, in September 2005. This special issue
of Discrete Mathematics comprises fully expanded papers of a selection of nine accepted conference papers. The authors
were invited to submit their work for publication in this special issue on the basis of high ranking amongst all accepted
conference papers. The papers have all gone through the standard refereeing process of Discrete Mathematics to ensure
high publication standards.
The paper On rectilinear duals for vertex-weighted plane graphs by de Berg, Mumford and Speckmann investigates an
efficient algorithm for a cartographic visualization problem whereby a “map” is sought with countries represented as
rectangles in proportion to, say, their population. Éric Fusy’s paper, Transversal structures on triangulations: a combinatorial
study and straight-line drawings, provides an algorithm for straight-line drawings for a special class of triangulated plane
graphs called irreducible triangulations, or transversal structures; a correspondence between such graphs and ternary trees
is also investigated. The paper Two trees which are self-intersecting when drawn simultaneously by Geyer, Kaufmann and Vrt’o
considers a problem with applications to information visualization when one wishes to illustrate simultaneously two sets
of relations on a given set of entities. The authors answer in the negative the question of whether the relations represented
by edges can be drawn without crossings when the two sets of relations are limited to being trees.
InOn edges crossing few other edges in simple topological complete graphs, Kynčl and Valtr investigate drawings of complete
graphs where pairs of edges cross at most once. The authors show that every such graph drawn in the plane contains an edge
with at most O(n2/ log1/4 n) crossings; on the other hand they exhibit drawings with every edge crossed by at least cn3/2
other edges. The paper On the complexity of crossings in permutations by Biedl, Brandenburg and Deng examines the rank
aggregation problem which seeks to find the consensus amongst several alternative rankings of a set of objects; similarities
between it and the one-sided crossing minimization problem are described. Chimani and Gutwenger’s paperNon-planar core
reduction of graphs presents a graph reduction method that is invariant for several measures associated with non-planarity;
their work includes an experimental evaluation which reports a reduction of 45% of edges while preserving the described
measures.
The paper Volume requirements of 3D upward drawings by Di Giacomo, Liotta, Meijer and Wismath studies the volume
requirements of drawing algorithms which use a third dimension as a strategy for addressing the non-upward planarity
of DAGs. They exhibit a family of outer-planar DAGs which require Ω(n1.5) volume, yet show that for trees, a subset of
this family, linear volume suffices. Dwyer, Koren and Marriott’s paper, Constrained graph layout by stress majorization and
gradient projection, revisits the well-established force-directed placement technique for drawing graphs by considering how
additional constraints may be imposed on nodes’ positions. Finally, in On embedding a cycle in a plane graph, Cortese, Di
Battista, Patrignani and Pizzonia examine how, in the context of clustered planarity and of drawing clustered graphs, a cycle
in a plane graph may be drawn without edge crossings.
We would like to thank all authors, the GD’05 program committee members who assisted initially with the selection of
papers for the conference, and the referees for their diligent work in assisting in the compilation of this special issue.
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